
Reply
seating



The airy comfort of mesh

With the move to more agile organizations and 
collaborative work, providing seating for workers and 
visitors engaged in a variety of tasks each day 
requires a flexible approach. Reply meets all these 
needs with one versatile and harmonious family of 
seating solutions that combine comfortable seating 
with stylish design.



Personalized comfort and support

Airy and light, the soft touch of the Reply’s tensioned mesh back follows the 
body’s natural movement. Combined with the highly responsive synchro 
mechanism, the task chair provides immediate and constant support for natural 
movement throughout the day. Simple controls place easy-to-use adjustments 
for personalizing comfort at your fingertips. 



Make your visitors at home

Reply Side chairs give you a variety of choices and 
settings to accommodate a changing flow of visitors. 
This sled base style provides a fresh approach to 
group spaces, shaping destinations that facilitate quick 
and productive connections. The soft touch and 
natural support of the mesh back keeps guests relaxed 
and comfortable.



Slide, roll and carry-on collaborating

Collaboration comes easy with the versatile mobile and 
stackable options provided by the Reply Side of the family. 
Equally at home as guest seating in private office, team, 
conference, and training settings, its light weight and integrated 
handle makes it easy to slide, roll, stack and carry to anywhere 
you need an extra chair.



Reply task chair
Mesh back, upholstered seat 
Unique back handle for easy mobility
With/without arms
With/without adjustable lumbar support
Frame: Black
Arm tube: Black or Platinum
Base: Black, Platinum or Polished

Reply Side 4-leg chair with casters
Mesh back, upholstered seat 
Unique back handle for easy mobility
With/without arms
Stacks up to 6 chairs high on the floor
Frame: Black
Arms & legs: Black or Platinum

Reply Side 4-leg chair
Mesh back, upholstered seat 
Unique back handle for easy mobility
With/without arms
Stacks up to 6 chairs high on the floor
Frame: Black
Arms & legs: Black or Platinum

Reply Side sled base
Mesh back, upholstered seat 
Unique back handle for easy mobility
With/without arms
Non-stackable
Frame: Black
Arms & legs: Black or Platinum
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Air Mesh

Pull up a chair

Reply is equally at home in contemporary open management 
settings. This mix of Reply task and side seating creates a cohesive 
look and feel to the workplace. Integrated handles make it easy to 
change the setting in moments from task intensive work to intimate 
team meeting without leaving the workspace. Cranberry Blue Ribbon DijonParadise Slate BlackPlatinum Lime Aquamarine Igloo Black Dark Brown

Cross Check Leather
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We take a life-cycle approach to the design, use and disposal 
or our products. From materials, production, transportation and 
use, right through to end of life, each element in the Reply 
range is designed to reduce its impact on the environment. 
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